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Abstract Mesoscale ocean temperature anomalies modify a tropical cyclone (TC). Through a modeling
study we show that, while the maximumwind speed is rapidly restored after the TC passes a warm- or
cold- (eddy size) sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly, the storm size changes are more significant and
persistent. The radius of gale force winds and integrated kinetic energy (IKE) can change by more than
10% per degree and this endures several days after crossing an SST anomaly. These properties have a long
memory of the impact from the ocean fluxes and depend on the integrated history of SST exposure. They
are found to be directly proportional to the storm total precipitation. Accurate continuous forecast of the
SST along the track may therefore be of central importance to improving predictions of size and IKE, while
instantaneous local SST near the TC core is more important for the forecast of maximumwind speed.
1. Introduction
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are a major threat to human lives and properties in coastal areas, and predicting
their characteristics remains challenging. It has long been recognized that the sea surface temperature (SST)
is of great importance to tropical cyclone formation, intensification, and maintenance (Gray, 1975; Riehl,
1954). A high-SST environment favors TC intensification mainly by increasing the surface latent heat flux
feedback in the high-wind boundary layer under the eyewall (Emanuel, 1986, 1995), the subsequent diabatic
heating in the eyewall at midlevel (Simpson & Riehl, 1958), and the compressional warming in the eye of
mature TCs due to the subsidence from its secondary circulation (Hawkins & Rubsam, 1968; Houze, 2010;
Frank, 1977; Stern & Nolan, 2012).
The SST influences TC intensification on different temporal scales (Bender & Ginis, 2000; Emanuel et al.,
2004; Schade & Emanuel, 1999). The average TC intensity has been shown to increase by 3–4%/C for the
late 21st century (Knutson et al., 2010, 2015) and in idealized model experiments (Wang & Toumi, 2018a).
The change ismainly attributed to the enhancement of latent heat flux at sea surface, rather than the change
in the atmospheric lapse rate (Wang & Toumi, 2018a). On the other hand, local thermal features in the
ocean, such as mesoscale oceanic temperature anomalies, can also generate considerable impact on TC
intensity. For instance, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita deepened to Category 5 TCs when propagating over the
bulge of the warm Loop Current, and then both weakened to Category 3 status after passing over cold-core
eddies (Jaimes & Shay, 2009). TC intensity responds more dramatically to the short-term SST anomalies
than the perturbation under anthropogenic warming. This is mainly because of a lack of time to reach the
atmospheric radiative-convective equilibrium for the short-term or small-scale SST perturbations.
The TC outer size (radius of gale force winds), another important factor of TC destructiveness, also responds
to SST changes but in amore complexway. Emanuel (1986) showed that, from a theoretical point of view, the
TC horizontal extent can be scaled by the ratio of the potential intensity to the Coriolis parameter. Khairout-
dinov and Emanuel (2013) and Chavas and Emanuel (2014) found a systematically positive response of TC
size to a large range of SST rising (from 21 to 36 ◦C and from 12 to 37 ◦C, respectively). However, when the
SST rising is reduced to 24–32 ◦C, Held and Zhao (2008) could only speculate the positive dependence of TC
size on SST, based on a decline of the total simulated TC number in a given modeling domain with increas-
ing SST. The change in TC size was even harder to detect when the SST was only modified from 26 to 30 ◦C
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in the current climate. This weak dependence coincides with an observational study by Knaff et al. (2014),
who found no significant long-term trends of the TC size for the period 1995–2011.
As described above, both intensity and size are strongly related to SST changes. The interaction between
mesoscale oceanic temperature anomalies and TCs are common in nature. Over 90% of the TCs in the
western Pacific, for example, encountered at least one eddy in their lifetime (Ma et al., 2017). The impact of
mesoscale temperature anomalies on TC intensity has already been extensively studied (Chan et al., 2001;
Jaimes et al., 2016; Jaimes & Shay, 2009; Lin et al., 2005, 2008; Ma et al., 2017; Shay et al., 2000; Wu et al.,
2007; Walker et al., 2014; Yablonsky & Ginis, 2013). There is an agreement that intensification occurs when
a TC core encounters a warm anomaly due to the enhanced latent heat flux at the sea surface (and vice versa
for a cold anomaly). However, the impact of mesoscale temperature anomalies on TC size has received very
little attention.
The objective of this study is to investigate the response of both TC intensification and, crucially, size change
to mesoscale oceanic temperature anomalies with a series of idealized simulations. Based on the afore-
mentioned studies on the impact of SST on TC structure change, and considering the frictional dissipation
dependence on the TC radial wind speed variation, we hypothesize that
1. a size increase (decrease) occurs at the same time as the intensification (deintensification) when a TC
passes over a warm (cold) anomaly;
2. the increase (decrease) of TC size is mainly attributed to the change of diabatic heating in the rainbands,
and thus has a strong relationship with the storm total rainfall; and
3. this size effect is retained following the mesoscale SST variation outlasting the immediate impact of the
warm or cold anomaly patch on intensity.
The Advanced Weather Research and Forecasting model version 3.9 (Skamarock et al., 2008) (hereafter
WRF) is used to simulate idealized tropical cyclones on an aqua planet with an 𝑓 plane assumption (20◦N).
Three nested domains are used with horizontal grid spacing and time steps of 27 km and 90 s, 9 km and
30 s, and 3 km and 15 s, respectively. All model domains are configured with 41 sigma vertical levels and a
meshgrid of 600 by 600 points. The outermost domain is large enough to prevent the anticyclonic outflow
from interfering with the boundaries when the cyclone is mature and expands in size.
Themodel is parameterized with theMellor-Yamada-Janjic planetary boundary layer scheme (Janjic, 1994),
the Eta similarity surface layer scheme (Janjic, 2002), the WRF single-moment six-class microphysics
scheme (Hong & Lim, 2006), and the rapid radiative transfer model for general circulation models (Iacono
et al., 2008) for long- and short-wave radiations. The diurnal cycle of short-wave radiation is removed by fix-
ing the solar zenith angle at 51.7◦ and reducing the solar constant to 685 Wm−2 (Tompkins & Craig, 1998).
The cumulus scheme is not activated in any domain since most TC-related convection can be resolved by
the innermost domain; this is in agreement with Chan and Chan (2015). Finally, all domains are two-way
interactive.
In the control experiment (CTRL), the SST ismaintained at 27 ◦C during the whole simulation. For the same
SST, an atmospheric-sounding profile adjusted to the radiative-convective equilibrium is taken from Wang
and Toumi (2018a) to prescribe the initial environmental condition and the lateral boundary condition that
is fixed during the simulation. The initial state consists of a weak depression with 10m/s near-surface winds
at a radius of 80 km and generated from an analytic wind profile formulation (Wang et al., 2015). The CTRL
run lasts for 13 simulated days and is not coupled with an ocean model to account for air-sea interactions.
Sensitivity experiments are performed by restarting the CTRL at the beginning of the third simulated day as
well as after the seventh day when the cyclone size growth slows down. In these sensitivity simulations, a
constant temperature anomaly is gradually added onto the background SST from the west boundary; how-
ever, the SST anomaly is set to ±2 ◦C . After a day of simulation, the full temperature anomaly is present
in the domain, west of the cyclone center (see green bands in Figure 1 and supporting information Figure
S1). The location of the temperature anomaly is updated at every time step so that we can emulate a cyclone
approaching, crossing, and leaving an ocean SST anomaly. When the temperature anomaly center is located
600 km away on the east of the TC center, the anomaly is gradually removed from the background SST,
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Figure 1. Response of cyclone characteristics to the presence of a warm or
cold SST anomaly. (a) Maximum wind speed (Vmax), (b) radius of Gale force
wind (18 m/s, R18), and (c) integrated kinetic energy (IKE). The green
vertical line illustrates the 3-day spin-up while the dark, red, and blue lines
represent the CTRL, WARM, and COLD SST anomalies, respectively.
Periods where the SST anomaly that enters the domain, is within R18 and
under the cyclone eye are given by the different green-shaded regions.
which is a similar but reversed process as adding the temperature
anomaly in (supporting information Figure S2 shows the time evolution
of the radial profile of surface heat fluxes, highlighting the presence of no
discontinuity induced by the appearance of the SST anomaly).
The SST anomalies are characterized by three parameters: geometric
radius, temperature strength, and moving speed relative to TC center.
In the warm and cold experiments (hereafter WARM and COLD), the
parameters are set to 150-km radius (i.e., an idealized square anomaly
of 300 km by 300 km), an SST anomaly of ±2 ◦C and a moving speed
of 5 m/s. Based on the WARM and COLD experiments, more sensitiv-
ity experiments are conducted by perturbing one of the three parameters
independently while the others are fixed to the reference case (150-km
radius, 5-m/s moving speed, and ±2 ◦C anomaly), that is,
• 75, 150, and 225 km radius;
• ±1, ±2, and ±3 ◦C temperature anomaly; and
• 3, 5, and 7 m/s moving speed.
The geometric size and relative moving speed in the WARM and COLD
experiments agree with the typical values of ocean mesoscale eddies
(Kossin, 2018;Ma et al., 2017). OneCTRL run and 14 sensitivity runs have
been carried out for 3-day and 7-day restart time, respectively (29 runs in
total). The three key experiments (CTRL,WARM, and COLD)will first be
used to investigate the physical mechanisms that will then be confirmed
with the sensitivity experiments.
3. Results
Figure 1 shows the response of maximum wind speed (Vmax), gale force
wind radius (18 m/s wind threshold, R18), and integrated kinetic energy
(Powell & Reinhold, 2007; Wang & Toumi, 2016) (IKE) to the presence of
a±2 ◦C SST anomaly patch. The intensity response is quite weak (around
5%) and almost instantaneous (a few hours lag) to the SST change with
(de-)intensification of Vmax for the WARM (COLD) experiments com-
pared to the CTRL run (Figure 1a). However, when the TC center exits
and travels away from the anomaly, the TC intensity returns to similar
levels of the control experiment after around 12 hr. These changes are in
the range of Vmax variability similar to previous studies (Chan et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2017). Similar behav-
ior is seen with a 7-day restart when the cyclone is in a more mature stage (Figure S1a in the supporting
information).
The behavior of the cyclone size is very different from intensity. Figure 1b shows large and consistent differ-
ences in gale force wind radii between the experiments. Particularly, the cyclone size expands (decreases)
for theWARM (COLD) experiments, and crucially, the size does not return to the control after the TC passes
the SST anomaly region (unlike the maximum wind speed). By Day 8 (over 2 days after the cyclone center
exits the temperature anomaly), R18 is still around 10–20% larger inWARM run and 5–15% smaller in COLD
run. The destructive potential of a cyclone is due to not only its intensity but also a strong function of its size.
The IKE shows similar behavior to size with changes reaching +30% (−20%) for the WARM (COLD) exper-
iment. Again, the behavior also applies to a more mature cyclone (tested through different restart times -
Figures S1b and S1c in the supporting information).
The different size evolution can be understood in terms of the changes in the horizontal diabatic heating
profile. The averaged azimuthal profiles for the wind speed, the radial inflow, the 400-hPa diabatic heating,
and the absolute angularmomentum flux (AAMF) (Chan&Chan, 2013) are shown in Figure 2.We consider
three 1-day average stages: before the SST anomaly enters R18 (Figures 2a, 2d, and 2g), when the cyclone
center is over the anomaly (Figures 2b, 2e, and 2h) and when the SST anomaly has exited R18 (Figures 2c,
2f, and 2i).
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Figure 2. One-day-averaged azimuthal-mean radial profiles of key cyclone properties: (a–c) 10-m wind profiles superimposed on radial inflow (dashed lines)
and Rmax (vertical dotted lines) before, over or after the SST anomaly, respectively; (d–f) 400 hPa diabatic heating profiles; (g–i) 10 m absolute angular
momentum flux (AAMF) profiles. The time average period is set to 1 day; the OVER diagnostics are defined when the cyclone eye is over the SST anomaly
(between day 4.9 and 5.9, center panels). The BEFORE diagnostics are averaged before the anomaly is within R18 (from around 3.3 to 4.3 days, left panels),
while the AFTER diagnostics are computed after the SST anomaly exits R18 (from around 7 to 8 days, right panels). Dark, red, and blue lines represent the
CTRL, WARM, and COLD SST anomalies, respectively. Green box in Figure 2e highlights the change of diabatic heating between the experiments.
• Before meeting the anomaly, the cyclone develops over a constant SST and is not exposed to the SST
anomaly. All three experiments lead to similar azimuthal wind profiles (small differences mainly due to
the initial impact of the SST anomaly and the ambient thermodynamic adjustment), with Vmax of about
45 m/s and Rmax of 20 km. Due to the outward tilting of the eyewall, the peak of the 400-hPa diabatic
heating is at a larger radius than the peak of 10-m wind speed.
• When the cyclone is over the anomaly, the 1-day average intensity and Rmax remain similar (25 km) in the
three simulations. However, while the peak near the eyewall of 400-hPa diabatic heating is comparable
between the experiments, a clear increase/decrease of the diabatic heating in the rainbands (60–125 km)
is visible between the different experiments (green box in Figure 2e and surface heat fluxes in Figure S2).
This is associated with a local AAMF (de)increase (Holland & Merrill, 1984; Willoughby et al., 1982).
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Figure 3. One-day-averaged azimuthal-mean vertical profiles of 400-hPa diabatic heating. Top panels (a–c) show the CTRL experiment, middle panels (d–f) the
COLD experiment, and the bottom panels (g–i) the WARM experiment. See Figure 2 for the averaging period definition. The plain dark lines show the radius of
maximum wind at each level, while the plain white lines show the 60-K/day diabatic heating contour.
Therefore, (less) more momentum is radially transported into the system in the rainband region and the
cyclone size (de)increases for the (COLD) WARM simulations.
• After crossing the SST anomaly, the WARM experiment shows a larger Rmax and R18 and a wider AAMF
remaining at all radii, reenforcing the transport of momentum into the cyclone, while wind speeds and
radial inflows have larger tails (the opposite occurs for the COLD simulation). The COLD run, though,
shows slightly higher Vmax, radial inflows and diabatic heating as the cyclone is starting its expansion
later than the CTRL and WARM cases creating a time lag in the cyclone development phase.
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Figure 4. Ratio to CTRL simulation of maximum wind speed Vmax (a), Gale force wind radius R18 (b), integrated
kinetic energy IKE (c), and integrated absolute angular momentum flux at R18 (d) as a function of the ratio (to CTRL)
of past integrated accumulated rain within 600 km of the cyclone eye (integrated since the restart time). Each marker
represents 6-hourly time stamps.
Figure 3 shows the averaged vertical azimuthal profile of diabatic heating for the same three phases (before,
over, and after the anomaly) and supporting information Figure S3 illustrates the time evolution of the
400-hPa diabatic heating. For the WARM case, over the anomaly (Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h), the development
of the diabatic heating in the rainbands is clearly seen and is due to enhanced surface heat flux and more
enthalpy going into the system. The heat is transported into the core and released in the eyewall at midlevel.
The COLD experiment leads to the opposite behaviors. After the anomaly crossing, the peak diabatic heat-
ing is stronger for the COLD experiment and weaker for the WARM. The extension in the rainbands region
starts for the COLD experiment, while the CTRL shows larger diabatic heating than in the WARM exper-
iment (both in magnitude and extension in the rainbands). This tends to highlight a temporal lag in the
development of the cyclone between the different experiments with the COLD case developing with few
hours delay compared to the WARM case (Figure 1).
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Sensitivity analyses have been carried out for a range of SST anomaly sizes from 75 to 225 km, transitional
speeds from 3 to 7 m/s, and intensities of the temperature anomaly from ±1 to 3 ◦C as well as cyclone
maturity. The simulations presented in this study were set to use average realistic characteristics. As antic-
ipated, larger and more intense anomalies or slower moving cyclones lead to larger differences. Figure 4
summarizes sensitivity experiences as a ratio to the CTRL simulation of a range of variables (Vmax, R18, IKE,
and integrated AAMF at R18) function of the ratio (to CTRL) of storm total precipitation (as a proxy of dia-
batic heating) within 600 km of the cyclone eye and accumulated in time (supporting information Figure
S4 shows the same but as a function of the ratio (to CTRL) of integrated sensible and latent heat fluxes).
While the maximum wind speed shows no apparent link to the storm total precipitation or integrated heat
flux, R18 and IKE clearly highlight strong correlations (R2 > 0.8). Note that the IKE variability is also par-
tially driven by Vmax. The R18 is directly proportional to the integrated heat input. The integrated AAMF at
R18 also shows correlations to the precipitation and heat (R2 > 0.7). In addition, similar analyses are carried
out for the inner (0–100 km from the eye) and the outer (100–600 km from the eye) cyclone regions. While
no correlation is found for each of the four cyclone characteristics within 100 km of the cyclone center, the
outer region exhibits correlation of around 0.5, highlighting the importance of the rainband regions (results
no shown). This corroborates the dynamics detailed above.
4. Discussion and Summary
In the WARM experiment (the behavior for the COLD is similar but reversed), when the cyclone is over the
anomaly, the surface heat flux is enhanced. The extra enthalpy is fluxed into the TC boundary layer, resulting
in an extramoisture convergence at the TC core. Due to the eyewall ascending and subsequent condensation,
the additional latent heat is released at midlevels and the strong diabatic heating in the eyewall drives the
rapid intensification. After crossing the warm SST anomaly, the thermodynamic disequilibrium between
the TC boundary layer and the sea surface adjusts relatively rapidly toward the control state, which leads to
return to preanomaly surface enthalpy flux and subdued ascending flow in the eyewall. A relatively weak
secondary circulation can no longer sustain the high near-surface winds against the surface dissipation.
Consequently, the cyclone restores back toward the control experiment condition. Our simulations show a
recovery of the cyclone intensity to the control valuewith a turnover time of about 12–24 hr. Themomentum
of the core is approximately in steady-state with horizontal advection balanced by vertical advection and
frictional loss. The impact of SST anomalies on intensity is therefore a shorter term, and there is no long-term
memory of SST history in the cyclone intensity.
The picture is very different for the size change. When over the warm SST anomaly, the enhancement of
diabatic heating in the eyewall accelerates the secondary circulation, leading to an increase of inflow in
the boundary layer. Therefore, the angular momentum flux increases, transporting extra momentum into
the cyclone core, which ultimately drives the size growth (Chan & Chan, 2013). The Earth angular momen-
tum at large radii acts as a momentum reservoir to support the TC size increase. A key feature related to the
size growth is the emerging structure of diabatic heating outside the eyewall (green box in Figure 2e). Even
after crossing the warm SST anomaly, due to the extra heating in the rainbands, the TC size remains larger
than the control run. This linkage between the rainbands heating and TC outer size has been previously
shown (Hill & Lackmann, 2009; Wang, 2009). Unlike for the core momentum, the outer momentum is not
in steady state as the horizontal momentum import exceeds the sum of the local loss and the further inward
advection, and thus the circulation expands.
The different time scale of adjusting to momentum perturbations, for example, at the core and the outer
region is a reason for the long memory of the TC outer size. The time scale of surface adjustment can be
estimated from the ratio of the wind speed to the surface drag. The surface turbulent drag is proportional
to the square of the wind speed. The ratio of the time scales is therefore approximately given by the ratio of
the wind speeds (assuming similar drag coefficients). In the case of comparing the time scale at Rmax and
R18 that would lead to about a factor of 3 ( Vmax∕V18 = 55 m s−1/ 18 m s−1, Figure 1a). This suggests that
it would take about 3 times longer to dissipate the outer surface winds against friction than at the core. A
steady state is only rapidly achieved under the eyewall.
By the end of the simulations, the outer size does not appear to reach an equilibrium state which could
lead to uncertainties. Chavas and Emanuel (2014) identified an equilibrium after more than two simulation
months in an idealized axisymmetric modeling framework. This study focuses on the evolution of TC wind
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structure within a realistic time scale relative to a TC life span (10 days). The temporal evolution of cyclone
characteristics (intensity and size) is in agreement with previous 3-D model studies (Chan et al., 2001;
Ma et al., 2017). Furthermore, a recent observational study (Wang & Toumi, 2018b) showed that the com-
posited prelandfall TC outer size continues expanding before losing energy inputs, which is consistent with
the simulated size evolution in this study. Moreover, the different dissipation time scales, as explained previ-
ously, are independent of the general evolution of TC wind field. This suggests that even if a TC encounters
a temperature anomaly after reaching an equilibrium outer size (if possible in the real world), the long
memory effect as found in this study should hold.
The TC size at any time can be significantly impacted by a region with a different SST (see Figure 4), and
these SST-induced size changes are not quickly restored when the cyclone has crossed the anomaly. The
size and integrated kinetic energy can be considered as path dependent as they are a consequence of the
integrated ocean surface heat flux along the whole track. This path dependence creates a long memory in
the size. By analogy the intensity may be considered state dependent with short memory. These different
time scales of adjustmentmay also explainwhy observations only showaweak relationship between size and
intensity (Merrill, 1984;Weatherford &William, 1988). The forecast of the TC size and the integrated kinetic
energy may have a larger uncertainty than intensity as the forecast error of size would be a combination of
TC wind and SST uncertainties accumulated along the track, whereas the instantaneous intensity error is
more influenced by the local SST uncertainty.
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Erratum
In the originally published version of this article, the title was published incorrectly. This error has since
been corrected, and the present version may be considered the authoritative version of record.
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